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DRUNKS AND THIEVES 2019 PART 9 December 31, 2019 

 

 

DRUNK DRIVER NOT SURE IF IT WAS DECEMBER 26 OR THURSDAY JANUARY 

25 OR MONDAY.  HARPO’S BAR SENDS ANOTHER DEADLY WEAPON ONTO 

THE LOCAL ROADS:  On very early Tuesday morning 12/27/16 at about 1:30am 

Chesterfield Police Sgt. Dave Weiss was on the parking lot of the Hilltown Village 

Shopping Center. That was a good place for a cop to be in the 1 o’clock hour as 

Harpo’s Bar would be closing and Harpo’s has a history of serving intoxicated people 

leading to Drunk Drivers leaving the parking lot or drunken fights.  

 

  This is from Harpo’s Facebook.    
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While on the parking lot Sgt. Weiss saw a black 2009 Toyota Corolla being driven 

erratically.  He tried to stop the car on the parking lot, but the driver did not pull over.  

The driver continued on and went through a major intersection and finally was stopped 

in an apartment complex on Peach Hill Lane. 

 

Once there Sgt. Weiss was assisted by Officer Angela Gibbs.  As in most cases the 

sergeant saw the offense and stopped the suspect and the lowly police officer got stuck 

with the arrest and 3-hours of police reports and forms.  

 

    
 

The driver Merari Aguilar admitted to having a “few drinks” at Harpo’s.  There was a 

marijuana “blunt” cigar in the car’s ashtray.  Aguilar stated she had not smoked that 

since noon. Prior to towing the car incident to arrest officers also found a pill bottle full of 

marijuana.  At the time of her arrest Aguilar was a bartender.  She is now a manager at 

the Wildflower Restaurant in St, Louis. 

 

Both officers observed that Aguilar’s breath reeked of booze, her eyes were watery, 

constricted and bloodshot (signs of both alcohol and drug intoxication), her balance was 

unsure and she needed help standing, and her speech was laced with profanities as her 

mood would rapidly change.  She could not produce a drivers’ license.  

 

She failed a visual field test and was arrested for DWID, Improper Lane Use, 

Possession of Marijuana.  She was also arrested as a Fugitive from Maryland Heights 

as there was a warrant for her not appearing in court. 

 

At the police station on 12/27/16 at 2:42AM Aguilar agreed to be interviewed.  She first 

stated that the day was December 26.  She then said it was either “Thursday January 

25 or Monday.” She stated that she only had “two drinks and a shot” at Harpo’s.  She 

apparently was unaware that Sgt. Weiss had been trying to stop her for some time, 

claiming she was on the parking lot, not driving, but the car was in gear, when Sgt. 

Weiss first saw her. 
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Then she pulled an old trick that drunk drivers have been using for 50 years.  Instead of 

blowing into the mouthpiece on the breath testing instrument she continually blew 

around it so no breath actually entered the instrument to be tested. This was eventually 

counted as a refusal. 

 

She was then issued citations and released to the Maryland Heights PD on the warrant.  

      
Aguilar                                          Aguilar’s eyes 

 

OUTCOME:  Three times Aguilar failed to appear in Chesterfield Municipal Court.  She 

was arrested on 12/07/17 by the Overland Police.  After making bond she failed to 

appear again. She was arrested by the Richmond Height PD on 4/5/18. 

 

Also on 01/05/18, after appealing her drivers’ license suspension for failing to take a 

breath test, she failed to appear at the St. Louis County Associate Circuit Court. 

 

On August 13, 2019 over two-and-a-half years after her arrest she pled guilty in 

Chesterfield Municipal Court and was given a 2-year SIS probation term with no fine or 

no points and would be removed from her record at the end of the term.  She was 

required to attend several Substance Abuse classes and one Victim Impact 

presentation. 

 

Her guilty pleas to Improper Lane Use and Marijuana Possession resulted in $198 fines 

on both charges. 
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VERY DRUNK WOMAN DRIVER STOPPED IN DES PERES. STATED SHE BEGAN 

DRINKING WHEN THE POLICE PULLED HER OVER AND STOPPED DRINKING 

THREE HOURS BEFORE THAT:  Town and Country Police Cpl. Fowle was completing 

a sweep of southbound I-270 after 4AM on Saturday Morning November 18, 2017.  He 

was already out of the T&C City Limits getting ready to exit onto Manchester Road 

when he saw the driver of a white 2017 Acura ILX weaving as exiting to go east on 

Manchester.    

 

Cpl. Fowle watched the car continue to weave on Manchester and then stopped the 

driver after she turned right onto Ballas Road. 

 

The driver was identified as Ashley W. Ryan, 33, of South County. This is the condition 

Cpl. Fowle found Ryan to be in at the time of the stop from his police report: 

 

 
 

Ryan was confused and dropped her drivers’ license 10 inches in front of Cpl. Fowle’s 

hand plus she could not find her proof of insurance card.  

 

She then did several field sobriety tests which she failed.  The most telling was when 

she was asked to recite the alphabet beginning with J and ending with W.  She started 

with ABCDEFG and Cpl. Fowle stopped her and gave the instructions again.  She again 

went ABCDEF and was stopped again.  Then she gave the following: 

 
 

She refused to take a portable breath test and was then arrested for DWI and Improper 

Lane Use. 

 

At the police station she agreed to be interview and claimed she was not intoxicated, 

but refused to take a breath test to prove it.  Probably the most unusual answer during 

the interview when she was confused and answered questions about starting and 

stopping drinking backwards.: 
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Ashley Ryan                                      Ashley Ryan’s eyes 

 

OUTCOME:  Since Cpl. Fowle’s observations of Ryan’s driving were outside of Town 

and Country Ryan was charged in Associate Circuit Court in Clayton. 

 

On 12/03/18 Ryan pled guilty to DWI and was given a 2-year SIS probation term with 

No-Fine, No-Points and no permanent record.  She was required to attend a Victim’s 

Impact Session and 40-hours of Substance Abuse classes.  She was fined $100 for the 

Improper Lane Use (weaving).   

  

 SHOPLIFTER TRIES TO EASE OUT OF WALMART WEARING STOLEN GOODS, 

WHILE HIS ACCOMPLICE HID IN THE BATHROOM: 

 

On Monday November 6, 2017 four Chesterfield Special Enforcement Officers assigned 

to retail crimes at Chesterfield Mall and the Chesterfield Valley responded to the Wal 

Mart Store. 
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Store security officers were watching a white/male wearing a St. Louis Blues hoodie 

hide items under his hoodie and then take clothes to a dressing room and leave with 

less clothes than he took in. 

 

With officers in the security office watching on video the suspect abandoned his 

shopping cart and walked outside where officers stopped him. There he at first admitted 

stealing just a flashlight.  He was arrested and taken to the security office where it was 

determined he also had a battery charger and was wearing a pair of stolen pants under 

his pants, and a t-shirt under his hoodie.  All items were valued at $92.56 

 

The thief was identified as Robert Joseph Wade, 29, of De Soto, MO. 

 

     
 

 

04/04/18   Felony Resisting Arrest  Guilty 5-year SES probation term     De Soto PD   

02/18/18   Drug Possession  

02/09/18   Stealing (Wal Mart Store 1202 S. Kirkwood Rd) Guilty $300 fine  Kirkwood PD 

11/06/17   Stealing (Wal mart Chesterfield Valley)   Guilty                      Chesterfield PD 

12/25/15   Felony Drug Possession  

 02/11/15  Felony Drug Possession   Guilty Probation Revoked            St. Louis Co PD 

                5/17/19 sentenced to 1 year 11 months in prison 

 

While in the security office he was asked if he had an accomplice and he said he did 

and she was hiding in the bathroom. 

 

Officers found Mallory Clarissa Moore, 24, of Arnold, MO hiding in a stall. Video from 

another nearby store later identified Moore as a shoplifter two hours before the Wal 

Mart incident. 

 

A computer search by a security officer revealed Moore had been issued a “no 

trespassing” notice not to come onto the leased or owned property of a Wal Mart 

anywhere in the country.   
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10/05/19     Stealing sentence  St. Louis CO jail 

11/27/18     Stealing and Trespassing (Arnold Wal Mart) pending warrant  Arnold PD 

11/25/18     Stealing    Gravois Bluffs Wal Mart Store  10/4/19 Guilty        St. Louis Co PD 

10/18/18     Resisting or Interfering w/Felony Arrest                          Crystal City PD 

05/13/18     Poss of Drug Para  pending  warrant                              Byrnes Mill PD 

05/08/18     Stealing    Gravois Bluffs Wal Mart Store  Guilty                     St. Louis Co PD  

05/04/18     Stealing   pending                                                            Farmington PD 

03/11/18     Stealing  

02/03/18     Felony Drug Possession  pending                                  Crystal City PD                                                 

01/23/18    Stealing  

11/17/17    Stealing & Trespassing Gravois Bluffs Wal Mart  Guilty            St. Louis Co PD 

11/06/17    Stealing & Trespassing   Guilty                                        Chesterfield PD 

07/18/17   Felony Drug Possession   pending                                    Crystal City PD 

07/03/17    2-counts Stealing  (Arnold Target Store)  Warrant           Arnold PD  

05/22/17    Felony Drug Possession    pending                                 Crystal City PD 

05/17/17    Stealing   (Lowes Store)  pending FTA warrant               Maplewood PD  

05/06/17   Stealing (Arnold Wal Mart)  pending in warrant                Arnold PD 

07/05/16   Felony Drug Possession   pending                                   De Soto PD 

 Mallory has a facebook page where she is offering countless electronics, cutlery items 

and even gift cards for sale. 
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CHESTERFIELD OUTCOME:   

 

WADE, Robert Joseph  W/M  11/6/17  Stealing Wal Mart  
PLEAD GUILTY ON 12/6/18, SENTENCED TO 20 DAYS JAIL, GIVEN CREDIT FOR TIIME SERVED 

Moore, Mallory C  W/F  11/6/17  Stealing and Trespassing Wal mart 
WARRANT ISSUED FOR THIRD TIME ON 2/19/19 
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CHESTERFIELD MAN SO DRUNK HE COULD NOT STAND RUNS OFF OF 

CLAYTON ROAD CRASHES INTO MAILBOX, TREE AND UTILITY POLE  He was 

uncooperative to officers and hospital staff, but he left Town & Country Court without a 

DWI conviction on his record.  

 

On Thursday night 11/16/17 at about 11:42pm a call was dispatched of a car in crash 

sideways in the yard at 12021 Clayton Road. Frontenac Police Officer Jeremy Newton 

was the closest (Frontenac city limits were two blocks to the east). He responded along 

with Town and Country officers Freddie Yaakub and Jeff McNutt. 

 

Officer Newton found Andrew Zotos, 23, of 1112 Chatsworth Place in Chesterfield. The 

officers all determined that Zotos was westbound when drove off of Clayton Road 

around 12005 Clayton Road.  He then struck a brick enclosed mailbox in front of 12021 

Clayton Road and then continued and hit a tree.  

 

 

 
 

Officer Newton found that Zotos was passed out behind the wheel seat belted in. There 

was no one else in or around the car.  When contacted by officers Zotos denied driving 
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the car. He claimed a woman was driving and fled the scene. At first he could not 

remember her name.  

 

This is from the police report:  

 
 

  Zotos   (no mug shot taken) 

 

This is also from the police report: 

 

 
 

 

Zotos at the hospital refused to answer any questions.  He stated he couldn’t hear 

because “the lights were too loud.” He refused to answer any questions and wanted to 

talk to his lawyer. The problem was Zotos was too drunk to dial his telephone Officer 

Yaakub dialed the number on a hospital phone and apparently called his father, 

Thomas Zotos.  While Zotos eventually agreed to have a blood draw, Thomas showed 

up at the hospital and told him to refuse to allow a blood draw.   
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Zotos was issued a citation for DWI and Improper Lane Use. 

 

Zotos had a prior DWI in 2013 in Warren County where he also refused to take a breath 

test. 

 

OUTCOME:  Apparently there wasn’t enough evidence for prosecutor Ed Sluys and 

Judge Andrea Niehoff.  Car crash, driver passed out behind the wheel of a running car, 

seat belted in, so drunk he could not stand without help, openly lied to police officers 

plus had a prior DWI.  No this was not enough to seek a no-probation guilty finding of 

Zotos.    

 

On 08/09/19 Zotos appeared in court with his attorney pled Guilty to DWI and received 

a No-Points, No-Fine and No-Drivers’ Lic Record SIS probation.  He did plead guilty to 

Improper Lane Use and was fined $225. 

 

 TRIO ESCAPE AFTER STEALING FROM CHESTERFIELD POLO AND JUSTICE 

SHOPS BUT ARE ARRESTED A COUPLE HOURS LATER STEALING AT THE 

KIRKWOOD T.J. MAXX STORE.  Officers assigned to the Chesterfield security (store) 

enforcement unit responded to a call from the Polo Store in the Chesterfield Outlet Mall 

on North Outer Forty Road of four black/females who had just run from the store without 

paying for three bags of clothes. The call was on Friday June 22, 2018 at 3:22pm.  

 

   
 

On arrival officers were told that the store staff was suspicious and offered to put the 

merchandise the trio had in their hands in bags and hold it at the checkout.  The items 

went into bags, but the trio then ran from the store with the bags.  
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A Mall security officer reported seeing the trio enter a silver Nissan Maxima with one 

right side black fender.  The security officer wrote down the license plate and that 

checked to Ebony Cannnamore.  Officer Bromwich obtained a drivers’ license photo of 

the registered owner of the car, Ebony Cannamore.  Polo store staff identified 

Cannamore as one of the suspects.  

 

Officer Bromwich entered an Arrest Order in the police computer system on 

Cannamore. 

 

The next day Chesterfield Police were notified by an officer from the Des Peres Police 

Department that Kirkwood PD has arrested Cannamore and two others shoplifting at the 

T.J. Maxx store.  There was an outstanding warrant for Carramore for stealing at the 

West County Mall in Des Peres.  Cannamore was transferred to the County jail in 

Clayton when she was unable to post bond. The Kirkwood arrest was a short time after 

the Chesterfield thefts.  

 

Officer Bromwich went to Kirkwood and he and the arresting Kirkwood officer went to 

the parking lot T.J. Maxx where the suspects’ vehicle was still located.  After forcing the 

lock officers found $433.99 of stolen merchandise from the Polo Shop and $99.10 in 

stolen items from the Justice Woman’s Store.  

 

 
 

Officer Bromwich and Officer Pousson interviewed Cannamore at the County Jail.  She 

admitted the Chesterfield theft and gave up the name of her accomplice, as Otisha 

Smith, but refused to give up the names of the other two persons she was with in 

Chesterfield claiming they were not involved with the thefts.  A 16-year-old girl had also 

been arrested in the Kirkwood theft.  
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Smith was also contacted at the jail and agreed to speak with the officers.  She said she 

had stolen only two dresses at the Polo Shop and was not responsible for stealing any 

other items.  After making that statement she refused to answer any other questions.  

A fourth suspect was developed and identified as Creuiannia Martin.  

 

       
Cannamore                             Smith                                     Martin 

 

Earlier in the day before hitting the Polo Shop they group was in St. Peters stealing from 

the mall. 

 

Arrest records: 

Cannamore 

06/22/19      Felony Stealing  pending                                                         St. Peters PD 

06/12/19      Indicted on Federal Charges of Possession of                St. Louis City PD & 

                    Counterfeit Currency with Intent to Defraud                     Richmond Hts PD       

02/24/19      Speeding 90mph in 60 zone  Driving While Revoked     Webster Groves PD 

06/22/18     Stealing pending                                                                      St. Peters PD 

06/22/18     Stealing  Guilty  fine $323                                                  Chesterfield PD 

05/22/18     Stealing                                                                                      Kirkwood PD 

01/01/16     Driving While Suspended  Guilty  $127 fine                         Des Peres DPS 

06/06/13    Peace Disturbance  Guilty 8/22/13 sentencing continued           Berkley PD 

                  to 2027                                

 

Smith 

06/22/18     Stealing                                                                                  Chesterfield PD 

05/22/18     Stealing   pending  warrant                                                        Kirkwood PD 

09/15/10     Stealing & Give False Identity   pending  warrant              Richmond Hts PD     
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Martin 

 

02/13/19     Driving While Revoked  pending  warrant                            St. Louis City PD 

06/22/18     Stealing                                                                                Chesterfield 

06/22/18     Stealing                                                                                Kirkwood PD        

 

OUTCOMES:  Ebony Cannamore pled guilty in Chesterfield Muni Court on July 16, 

2019 to the charge of stealing and was fined $329. 

 

EXCESSIVE LANE WEAVINGON I-64 RESULTS IN A DRIVING WHILE DRUGGED 

ARREST.  It was Saturday night into Sunday morning on August 19, 2018 at about 

1:04am when Town and Country Officer Duddleston saw a car weaving across the 

different lanes on WB I-64 at 141.  Officer Duddleton stopped the car at Timberlake 

Manor. 

 

The driver, Gene C. Brady, 31, of North St. Louis County, had no odor of booze on his 

breath, but Officer Duddleton thought he maybe under the influence of drugs.  Brady’s 

eyes were constricted and his balance was unsure.  He either marginally passed or 

failed several field sobriety tests.  He was then arrested for DWID and Improper Lane 

Use. 

 

At the police station he denied using any illegal drugs but refused to have blood drawn 

for a drug test.  

 

  Gene Brady 

    

Arrest record  
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08/19/18    DWID, Improper Lane Use and No Ins.                 Town & Country PD 

09/01/17    Speeding 20-25 mph over limit Guilty $150 fine           MO Hwy Patrol 

02/09/16    Speeding 26 mph or more over limit  Guilty $150        MO Hwy Patrol 

12/03/08    Misd Poss of Marijuana  Guilty &200 fine                         O’Fallon PD 

 

OUTCOME:  On 07/11/19 the DWID charge was reduced to Careless & Impudent 

Driving.  Brady pled guilty and was fined $225. He was also fined $225 for Improper 

Lane Use. The No Insurance Charge was reduced to Illegal Parking with a $100 fine. 

 

REPEAT DRUNK DRIVER IMMEDIATELY CONFESSES TO THE OFFICER THAT HE 

IS DRUNK.  HE TURNS NOT SO NICE AT THE POLICE STATION CAUSING $364 IN 

DAMAGE TO JAIL CELLS.  On Wednesday night-Thursday morning July 26, 2018 at 

about 1:20 am Chesterfield Officer Randy McWilliams observed a white GMC pickup 

truck on Olive Blvd near Riverwoods Lane with expired license plates.  Before he could 

pull the truck over the driver turned into St. Luke’s Surrey Place nursing home.  

 

Nine minutes later Officer McWilliams spotted the truck again on Olive Blvd near Ladue 

Bluffs Drive.  He got behind the truck and noticed it was weaving.  He then stopped the 

pickup on Wellesley Place just off of Olive Blvd.     

 

  Officer McWilliams 

 

After being stopped the driver upon being contacted confess. 

 

“I’m guilty,” said the driver, Timothy Patrick Lynch, 35, of Fenton. 

 

“Guilty of what,” asked Officer McWilliams. 

 

“Drinking and driving,” said Lynch. 

 

Officer McWilliams asked how much Lynch had to drink. 

 

“Enough to know that I shouldn’t be driving,” said Lynch. 

 

Lynch gave plenty of indicators that he was drunk besides his admission.  He had a 

strong smell of booze on this breath, his eyes were glassy and bloodshot, his speech 
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was slurred, incoherent, shuttering and mumbling plus once out of the truck he was 

staggering. 

 

Officer McWilliams checked Lynch’s prior record and found he was convicted of DWI in 

2012.  

 

To save time let’s be brief. Lynch failed field sobriety tests and was arrested for DWI, 

Improper Lane Use and Expired License plates. 

 

At the police station Lynch refused to take a breath test.  He agreed to be interviewed.  

He admitted he was intoxicated and was drinking beer from 9 to11:30.  He also 

admitted to smoking some marijuana earlier in the day in his truck. 

 

He was asked how much he had to drink. 

 

“I don’t know exactly. Enough to get pulled over,” was his reply. 

 

    
Timothy Patrick Lynch                                     Lynch’s eyes                               
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Later Lynch was being process (photos and prints).  He was asked to sign the print card 

that says “signature of person fingerprinted.”  Lynch demanded to take and read the 

entire card. Officer McWilliams would not hand over the card to Lynch. 

 

Lynch became irate and misidentified Officer McWilliams’ gender by calling him a 

“pussy-bitch.”  He also started punching and kicking the booking cage area. 

 

Lt. Dale Vogelpohl talked to Lynch in an attempt to calm him down.  It did not work.  

Lynch had to be forcibly taken to holdover cell #5, where Lynch began jumping on a 

metal bunk until it broke loose from the wall.  He was the moved to cell #6 where he did 

the same thing. He was then transferred to the County Jail. 

 Lt. Dale Vogelpohl 

 

OUTCOME:  Clearly Lynch did not hire defense attorney Travis Nobel to represent him 

in front of Judge Rick “Let m’ Go” Brunk.  He was actually convicted.  

 LYNCH, TIMOTHY, DWI:  Plead guilty on 6/3/19, fine of $1000.00 and 90 days jail, 

suspend the execution of the 90 days jail for 2 years, with SATOP and VIP.  Also 

paid court costs of $26.50, recoup fee of $85.00 and the $1000.00 fine. 

DEST OF PROPERTY X 2:  Plead guilty on 6/3/19, fine of $300.50 and $26.40 court 

costs on each.  Restitution paid of $364.91 to the City of Chesterfield 

IMPROPER LANE USE:  Plead guilty on 6/3/19, fine of $198.50 and costs of $26.50 

 

DRUNK DRIVER FROM FENTON WITH A PRIOR DWI PASSED POLICE DOING 88 

MPH ON I-270. Saturday night on August 18, 2018 at about 9:38pm Town and Country 

Officer Dan Duddleston was south on I-270 near the T&C south city limits when he 

observed a car in the passing lane rapidly overtaking him.  After the yellow Chevrolet 

Cavalier passed his police car he activated the radar and clocked the car at 88 MPH in 

the 60 zone.   
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 Officer Duddleston 

 

He stopped the Chevy on I-270 and Manchester Road and contacted the driver, James 

Clubb, 28, of Fenton.  He immediately could tell Clubb was drunk.    

 

 
  

The driver stated he had couple of shots and a beer or two. He later changed that tally 

when interviewed at the police station to “maybe 4 beers and two shots.” In the 

interview he also admitted that he thought he was intoxicated. 

 

He failed the field sobriety tests including reciting the alphabet and counting backwards. 

He was arrested.  At the police station he refused to take a breath test.   

 

Clubb had a prior DWI arrest by the Highway Patrol on 09/03/11 after being stopped for 

speeding 20-25 MPH over the limit.  Clubb seems to have a regular pattern when he is 

driving drunk.  He pled guilty on 12/11/11 and was fined for both the DWI and speeding.  
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James Clubb                         James Clubb’s eyes 

 

 

 

He also has a Domestic Peace Disturbance arrest and a Possession of Marijuana arrest 

in 2015. 

      
05/09/15 Domestic Peace      06/15/15 Marijuana arrest 

 Disturbance arrest 

 

OUTCOME:  On 12/20/18 Clubb pled guilty to DWI. Despite already having one prior 

DWI conviction on his public record, Town and Country Judge Andrea Niehoff gave him 

a No-Points, No-Fine, No-permanent record 2-year SIS probation term.  She did fine 

him $300 for speeding.  

     


